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Welcome to the 50 edition of MAGA Scene! The first edition was published
25 years on February 12th, 1997! We have an article in this issue celebrating
this milestone.
We are now already in April, and I hope all members are well and hopefully
getting back to some sort of normality with work and gigs picking up.
The National Youth Arranging Competition for 2022 is now open and is for
“Wind Orchestra”. We now have total prize money of $4,000 with the first
prize of $2,500. We are grateful to Hal Leonard for their sponsorship of this
year’s contest, which allowed us to increase the prize money. Please share
the competition page (https://magainc.org.au/competition) to anyone who
you think may be interested. The competition entries close on 5pm AWST
31st July 2022.
As always there are many members who are celebrating significant
anniversaries. We have 9 members celebrating milestones over 50 years
with a total of 439 years! See the anniversaries page for all the members,
but special congratulations go to Peter De Visser who is celebrated 60 years
with MAGA in January.
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The “MAGA Music Catalogue” is live now. Now is the time to get your
arrangements uploaded. You can go to https://magamusiccatalogue.com/
and there is a link at the bottom to submit arrangements. Contact the
Secretary if you have any questions on how it works.

David Krygger
50 years

We hope you enjoy this 50th edition of MAGA Scene.
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President’s Message
It’s obvious that when turning on popular radio stations (mainly FM) today, you’ll most likely hear only
a few styles in the mainstream music scene. Much of it is “Dance” based with an overwhelming infusion
of “Rap Music” which caters well to choreographers and dancers in the production of Music Videos. In a
way, I can understand how it’s likeable. Most of it has a great beat, catchy and repetitive choruses and
lyrics. The type of great music that many of us grew up with in previous generation, has taken an
apologetic back-seat to the “loops based” style of song construction created by DJs and recreated
over-and-over by computer whizzes. Not all House/Rap/Dance et al music is terrible music, and don’t
get me wrong there’s a lot of it I love. But this begs a question at this point, and that is: Given the
simplicity and lack of understanding of the elements that makes a song durable, what makes it a hit?
Aah... Production formulas.

Some artists of today are oblivious of the main components that make a truly talented (original) artist.
Step outside the mainstream box for a second and take a look at how much has really changed in music
over the years. Why do current artists re-record old hits and get success with those?
Go back in time a few decades, to the 50s 60s, 70s, and 80s. Lots of the bands from these eras have
become internationally famous, and their music has become classic. Artists like The Rolling Stones, The
Beatles, Led Zeppelin, Aerosmith, Nirvana, Hall & Oates, Dragon and so many other successful bands.
They became famous because they had something that’s hard to find today- originality. Many of the
bands of the past wrote music that had real depth to it. Their lyrics were meaningful, they wrote their
own music, they played multiple instruments, they didn’t use auto-tune or synthesized vocal
harmonies, and many other factors. Using something like auto tune was considered an insult back in
the day. Today it’s almost on impulse, and everyone is using it so it’s not much of an indignity
anymore. It’s more of the new regular, which makes it obvious that some mainstream artists of today
get carried away with the technology!
I’ll finish by saying that not most of today’s music is pretty amazing, and there’s lots of great stuff
happening away from the mainstream performer.

The upside for us is that given the mediocre talent of many artists/composers making records, it
creates a perfect opportunity for Arrangers/Orchestrators like our members to save their song!

George Bruno – President
MAGA Inc

***Please note that some of material quoted in this article is attributed to GIANN.A. Chicago Illinois
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Significant Anniversaries
January - April Anniversaries
Congratulations to all our members on some amazing achievements, including the 13 members over
50 years, and 9 over 45 years! A few callouts on some outstanding achievements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peter De Visser – 60 Years in January
Dale Ringland – 58 years in January
Mike Tseng - 57 years in April
Lionel Huntington - 55 years in March
John Pickworth - 54 years in January
Robert Gavin - 54 years in April
Thomas Leroy - 53 years in January
Ross Maio - 52 years in April
David Krygger – 50 years in March
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50 Editions of MAGA Scene
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We have all editions of MAGA Scene and eNotes (a shorter email-based update in 2012) on the MAGA Website
for viewing and downloading. If you would like to riminess and look through the archives, you can get all of
them by doing the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Login to your account at the MAGA Website https://www.magainc.org.au/
Click on Resources, then File Archive
Click on MAGA Scene/ eNotes Issues
Choose from the various year ranges, click on an issue, and select Download from the right.
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MAGA National Youth Music Arranging Competition 2022

This year, the MAGA National Youth Music
Arranging Competition will feature
arrangements for Wind Orchestra. The
winning entry will receive $AU 2,500 prize
money.
•
•
•

1st place - $2500
2nd place - $1000
3rd place - $500

The competition opens on 1st March 2022 and
closes 5pm AWST 31st July 2022.We would
like to thank Hal Leonard who is our major
sponsor this year!
https://www.magainc.org.au/arranging_competitions.php
Please go to the website for details of the competition which is open to arrangers under the age of 30
as of 31st July 2022. The arrangements must be a medley of at least two of the three Australian
based folk songs below:
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#525 - David Krygger Honorary Member – 50 Years
David was born in a musical family being one of 3 musical sons. His mother played piano and his
father played mouth organ. One of his brothers went to Germany to further his music career,
while David stayed in Perth to pursue his Accordion playing.
David ended up being the musical director of the Perth Accordion Orchestra, which grew from a
small group of players at the Rhein Donau Club, from 1989-2008. The orchestra played in Perth
and surrounds as well as Margaret River and Augusta.
He was also a founding member of MAGA in Western Australia as well was an active member of
the WA music scene and a prolific arranger. He was also Secretary of MAGA, WA Division, before
its amalgamation into the national body in 1997.
We would like to congratulate David on his 50 years with MAGA in March, and his contribution to
the WA and Australian music scene.
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By Tim Middleton (Secretary)
The “MAGA Music Catalogue” is NOW LIVE! We would love for members to submit arrangements to be
listed. You can go to https://magamusiccatalogue.com/ and there is a link at the bottom to submit
arrangements.
You can search by title, artist, ensemble, genre as well as see top arrangements in each category.
We have launched this website with around 300 arrangements but need more!
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USING THE MAGA MODEL ARRANGER’S CONTRACT

In September we held a very successful Webinar with 40 attendees. “Copyright and Contracts” for
Arrangers and Composers, given by MAGA Executive Board member and lawyer Greg Flood. (A
recording of this talk is available to members via the website members portal).
Greg was instrumental in finalizing the

MAGA Model Arranger’s Contract (For Live Performance)
which is available to all members to use.
Members can access this editable contract from the members portal on the website.
Go to: https://www.magainc.org.au
Click the Login and enter your username and password.
In the Member Menu select the “Resources”
tab and click “File Archive”.

You will find the “Arranger
Contract” listed where you
can download the
document and the Cover
Letter which explains how
to use the document.
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Back Page

CONTACT US
GPO Box 1647
Sydney, NSW, 2001, Australia
Email: admin@magainc.org.au

musicarrangersguildaustralia facebook.com/MAGAInc
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